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spectroscopic techniques are among the most powerful characterization methods used to study semiconductors this volume presents reviews of a number of major

spectroscopic techniques used to investigate bulk and artificially structured semiconductors including photoluminescence photo reflectance inelastic light scattering

magneto optics ultrafast work piezo spectroscopy methods and spectroscopy at extremely low temperatures and high magnetic fields emphasis is given to major

semiconductor systems and artificially structured materials such as gaas insb hg1 xcdxte and mbe grown structures based upon gaas algaas materials both the

spectroscopic novice and the expert will benefit from the descriptions and discussions of the methods principles and applications relevant to today s semiconductor

structures key features discusses the latest advances in spectroscopic techniques used to investigate bulk and artificially structured semiconductors features detailed

review articles which cover basic principles highlights specific applications such as the use of laser spectroscopy for the characterization of gaas quantum well

structures the science and technology related to semiconductors have received significant attention for applications in various fields including microelectronics

nanophotonics and biotechnologies understanding of semiconductors has advanced to such a level that we are now able to design novel system complexes before we

go for the proof of principle experimental demonstration this book explains the experimental setups for optical spectral analysis of semiconductors and describes the

experimental methods and the basic quantum mechanical principles underlying the fast developing nanotechnology for semiconductors further it uses numerous case

studies with detailed theoretical discussions and calculations to demonstrate the data analysis covering structures ranging from bulk to the nanoscale it examines

applications in the semiconductor industry and biomedicine starting from the most basic physics of geometric optics wave optics quantum mechanics solid state physics

it provides a self contained resource on the subject for university undergraduates the book can be further used as a toolbox for researching and developing

semiconductor nanotechnology based on spectroscopy this volume looks at optical spectroscopy of semiconductir nanostructures some of the topics it covers include

kingdom of nanostructures quantum confinement in low dimensional systems resonant light reflection and transmission and absorption capacitance spectroscopy refers

to techniques for characterizing the electrical properties of semiconductor materials junctions and interfaces all from the dependence of device capacitance on

frequency time temperature and electric potential this book includes 15 chapters written by world recognized leading experts in the field academia national institutions

and industry divided into four sections physics instrumentation applications and emerging techniques the first section establishes the fundamental framework relating

capacitance and its allied concepts of conductance admittance and impedance to the electrical and optical properties of semiconductors the second section reviews the

electronic principles of capacitance measurements used by commercial products as well as custom apparatus the third section details the implementation in various
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scientific fields and industries such as photovoltaics and electronic and optoelectronic devices the last section presents the latest advances in capacitance based

electrical characterization aimed at reaching nanometer scale resolution semiconductor luminescence has been a rapidly expanding field over the last 50 years this text

reviews the whole subject of semiconductor luminescence in one volume proceedings of a nato arw held in venice italy may 9 13 1989 x ray absorption spectroscopy

xas is a powerful technique with which to probe the properties of matter equally applicable to the solid liquid and gas phases semiconductors are arguably our most

technologically relevant group of materials given they form the basis of the electronic and photonic devices that now so widely permeate almost every aspect of our

society the most effective utilisation of these materials today and tomorrow necessitates a detailed knowledge of their structural and vibrational properties through a

series of comprehensive reviews this book demonstrates the versatility of xas for semiconductor materials analysis and presents important research activities in this

ever growing field a short introduction of the technique aimed primarily at xas newcomers is followed by twenty independent chapters dedicated to distinct groups of

materials topics span dopants in crystalline semiconductors and disorder in amorphous semiconductors to alloys and nanometric material as well as in situ

measurements of the effects of temperature and pressure summarizing research in their respective fields the authors highlight important experimental findings and

demonstrate the capabilities and applications of the xas technique this book provides a comprehensive review and valuable reference guide for both xas newcomers

and experts involved in semiconductor materials research this is the first book to explain illustrate and compare the most widely used methods in optics

photoluminescence infrared spectroscopy and raman scattering written with non experts in mind the book develops the background needed to understand the why and

how of each technique but does not require special knowledge of semiconductors or optics each method is illustrated with numerous case studies practical information

drawn from the authors experience is given to help establish optical facilities including commercial sources for equipment and experimental details for industrial

scientists with specific problems in semiconducting materials for academic scientists who wish to apply their spectroscopic methods to characterization problems and for

students in solid state physics materials science and engineering and semiconductor electronics and photonics this book provides a unique overview bringing together

these valuable techniques in a coherent wayfor the first time discusses and compares infrared raman and photoluminescence methods enables readers to choose the

best method for a given problem illustrates applications to help non experts and industrial users with answers to selected common problems presents fundamentals with

examples from the semiconductor literature without excessive abstract discussion features equipment lists and discussion of techniques to help establish

characterization laboratories just over 25 years ago the first laser excited raman spectrum of any crystal was obtained in november 1964 hobden and russell reported

the raman spectrum of gap and later in june 1965 russell published the si spectrum then in july 1965 the forerunner of a series of meetings on light scattering in solids

was held in paris laser raman spectroscopy of semiconductors was at the forefront in new developments at this meeting similar meetings were held in 1968 new york
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1971 paris and 1975 campinas since then and apart from the multidisciplinary biennial international conference on raman spectroscopy there has been no special forum

for experts in light scattering spectroscopy of semiconductors to meet and discuss latest developments meanwhile technological advances in semiconductor growth

have given rise to a veritable renaissance in the field of semiconductor physics light scattering spectroscopy has played a crucial role in the advancement of this field

providing valuable information about the electronic vibrational and structural properties both of the host materials and of heterogeneous composite structures on

entering a new decade one in which technological advances in lithography promise to open even broader horirons for semiconductor physics it seemed to us to be an

ideal time to reflect on the achievements of the past decade to be brought up to date on the current state of the art and to catch some glimpses of where the field

might be headed in the 1990s this book deals with standard spectroscopic techniques which can be used to analyze semiconductor samples or devices in both bulk

micrometer and submicrometer scale the book aims helping experimental physicists and engineers to choose the right analytical spectroscopic technique in order to get

specific information about their specific demands for this purpose the techniques including technical details such as apparatus and probed sample region are described

more important also the expected outcome from experiments is provided this involves also the link to theory that is not subject of this book and the link to current

experimental results in the literature which are presented in a review like style many special spectroscopic techniques are introduced and their relationship to the

standard techniques is revealed thus the book works also as a type of guide or reference book for people researching in optical spectroscopy of semiconductors

semiconductors probed by ultrafast laser spectroscopy volume 1 discusses the use of ultrafast laser spectroscopy in studying fast physics in semiconductors it reviews

progress on the experimental and theoretical understanding of ultrafast events that occur on a picosecond and nanosecond time scale this volume first explores the

relaxation of energy and the momentum of hot carriers and then turns to relaxation of plasmas and phonons it also discusses the dynamics of excitons polaritons and

excitonic molecules and reviews transient transport and diffusion of carriers scientists engineers this book focuses on advanced optical spectroscopy techniques for the

characterization of cutting edge semiconductor materials it covers a wide range of techniques such as raman infrared photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence cl

spectroscopy including an introduction to their physical fundamentals and best operating principles aimed at professionals working in the research and development of

semiconductors and semiconductor materials this book looks at a broad class of materials such as silicon and silicon dioxide nano diamond thin films quantum dots and

gallium oxide in addition to the spectroscopic techniques covered this book features a chapter devoted to the use of a scanning electron transmission microscope as an

excitation source for cl spectroscopy written by a practicing industry expert in the field this book is an ideal source of reference and best practices guide for physicists

as well as materials scientists and engineers involved in the area of spectroscopy of semiconductor materials further this book introduces the cutting edge spectroscopy

such as optical photothermal ir and raman spectroscopy or terahertz time domain spectroscopy thz tds etc semiconductor quantum dots represent one of the fields of
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solid state physics that have experienced the greatest progress in the last decade recent years have witnessed the discovery of many striking new aspects of the

optical response and electronic transport phenomena this book surveys this progress in the physics optical spectroscopy and application oriented research of

semiconductor quantum dots it focuses especially on excitons multi excitons their dynamical relaxation behaviour and their interactions with the surroundings of a

semiconductor quantum dot recent developments in fabrication techniques are reviewed and potential applications discussed this book will serve not only as an

introductory textbook for graduate students but also as a concise guide for active researchers semiconductors probed by ultrafast laser spectroscopy volume 1

discusses the use of ultrafast laser spectroscopy in studying fast physics in semiconductors it reviews progress on the experimental and theoretical understanding of

ultrafast events that occur on a picosecond and nanosecond time scale this volume first explores the relaxation of energy and the momentum of hot carriers and then

turns to relaxation of plasmas and phonons it also discusses the dynamics of excitons polaritons and excitonic molecules and reviews transient transport and diffusion

of carriers scientists engineers and graduate students will find this book invaluable proceedings of a september 1996 meeting in sections on quantum films and

superlattices quantum wires and quantum dots coverage includes basic physics aspects novel technology and material fabrication tools characterization methods and

new devices with special attention to quantum wire and quantum dot lasers specific topics include inelastic light scattering by electrons in low dimensional

semiconductors band gap renormalization in quasi one dimensional systems conductance in nanowires and fabrication of quantum dots for semiconductor lasers with

confined electrons and photons annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or semiconductors probed by ultrafast laser spectroscopy volume ii discusses the use

of ultrafast laser spectroscopy in studying fast physics in semiconductors it reviews progress on the experimental and theoretical understanding of ultrafast events that

occur on a picosecond and nanosecond time scale this volume discusses electronic relaxation in amorphous semiconductors and the physical mechanisms during and

after the interaction of an intense laser pulse with a semiconductor it also covers the relaxation of carriers in semiconductors transient optical pulse propagation and

methods of time resolved spectroscopy scientists engineers and graduate students will find this book invaluable this revised and updated edition of the well received

book by c klingshirn provides an introduction to and an overview of all aspects of semiconductor optics from ir to visible and uv it has been split into two volumes and

rearranged to offer a clearer structure of the course content inserts on important experimental techniques as well as sections on topical research have been added to

support research oriented teaching and learning volume 1 provides an introduction to the linear optical properties of semiconductors the mathematical treatment has

been kept as elementary as possible to allow an intuitive approach to the understanding of results of semiconductor spectroscopy building on the phenomenological

model of the lorentz oscillator the book describes the interaction of light with fundamental optical excitations in semiconductors phonons free carriers excitons it also

offers a broad review of seminal research results augmented by concise descriptions of the relevant experimental techniques e g fourier transform ir spectroscopy
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ellipsometry modulation spectroscopy and spatially resolved methods to name a few further it picks up on hot topics in current research like quantum structures mono

layer semiconductors or perovskites the experimental aspects of semiconductor optics are complemented by an in depth discussion of group theory in solid state optics

covering subjects ranging from physics to materials science and optoelectronics this book provides a lively and comprehensive introduction to semiconductor optics with

over 120 problems more than 480 figures abstracts to each chapter as well as boxed inserts and a detailed index it is intended for use in graduate courses in physics

and neighboring sciences like material science and electrical engineering it is also a valuable reference resource for doctoral and advanced researchers this

proceedings volume covers new results from recent studies on impurity states bound states in semiconductors phonons excitons and electron confinement in

superlattices and quantum wells magnetooptics optical properties of solids in far infrared and millimeter wave regions optical nonlinearity for iii v ii vi compounds si ge

amorphous and organic semiconductors as well as optical crystals special emphasis is placed on the 2deg system shallow impurity centers in semiconductors presents

the proceedings of the second international conference on shallow impurity centers fourth trieste iupap ictp semiconductor symposium held at the international center for

theoretical physics in trieste italy on july 28 to august 1 1986 the book presents the perspectives of some of the leading scientists in the field who address basic

physical aspects and device implications novel phenomena recent experimental and theoretical techniques and the behavior of impurities in new semiconductor

materials organized into 22 chapters the book begins with an overview of the early years of shallow impurity states before turning to a discussion of progress in

spectroscopy of shallow centers in semiconductors since 1960 it then looks at theoretical and experimental aspects of hydrogen diffusion and shallow impurity

passivation in semiconductors along with optical excitation spectroscopy of isolated double donors in silicon the book methodically walks the reader through recent

research on double acceptors using near mid and far infrared spectroscopy the far infrared absorption spectrum of elemental shallow donors and acceptors in

germanium and impurity spectra in stress induced uniaxial germanium using zeeman spectroscopy other papers focus on the theoretical properties of hydrogenic

impurities in quantum wells lattice relaxations at substitutional impurities in semiconductors shallow bound excitons in silver halides and the electronic structure of bound

excitons in semiconductors the book concludes with a chapter that reviews picosecond spectroscopy experiments performed in iii v compounds and alloy

semiconductors this volume will be useful to physicists and researchers who are working on shallow impurity centers in semiconductor physics new chapters add

coverage of current topics such as cavity polaritons photonic structures bulk semiconductors and structures of reduced dimensionality the mathematics is kept as

elementary as possible sufficient for an intuitive understanding of the experimental results and techniques treated this book introduces the basic theoretical concepts

required for the analysis of the optical response of semiconductor systems in the coherent regime it is the most instructive textbook on the theory and optical effects of

semiconductors the entire presentation is based on a one dimensional tight binding model starting with discrete level systems increasing complexity is added gradually
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to the model by including band structure and many particle interaction various linear and nonlinear optical spectra and temporal phenomena are studied the analysis of

many body effects in nonlinear optical phenomena covers a major part of the book laser based optical spectroscopies are powerful and versatile techniques that are

continuing to evolve and find new applications this book presents reviews of recent progress in our understanding of the spectra and dynamical processes of optically

excited states of condensed matter focusing on the advances made possible by the application of laser based optical spectroscopies reviews are given of the optical

properties of crystalline and amorphous semiconducting materials and structures the properties of defect centers in insulators two photon nonlinear processes in

insulators optical energy diffusion in inorganic materials and relaxation in organic materials the individual chapters emphasize the methodology common to the various

investigations the volume is designed to be suitable as an introduction to applied laser spectroscopy of solids as well as providing an update on the status of the field

fabrication technologies for nanostructured devices have been developed recently and the electrical and optical properties of such nanostructures are a subject of

advanced research this book describes the different approaches to spectroscopic microscopy i e electron beam probe spectroscopy spectroscopic photoelectron

microscopy and scanning probe spectroscopy it will be useful as a compact source of reference for the experienced reseracher taking into account at the same time the

needs of postgraduate students and nonspecialist researchers by using a tutorial approach throughout hardbound this book covers the topics essential to gamma and x

ray spectrometry as it is now practiced with semiconductor detectors in the energy range from 5kev to 3mev this includes useful physical and mathematical background

information the components of a standard photon spectrometer spectrum analysis procedures the energy and efficiency calibration energy and emission rate

measurement methods and some application examples the application of the 111 v compound semiconductors to device fabrica tion has grown considerably in the last

few years this process has been stimulated in part by the advancement in the understanding of the interface physics and chemistry of the iii v s the literature on this

subject is spread over the last 15 years and appears in many journals and conference proceedings understanding this literature requires consider able effort by the

seasoned researcher and even more for those starting out in the field or by engineers and scientists who wish to apply this knowledge to the fabrication of devices the

purpose of this book is to bring together much of the fundamental and practical knowledge on the physics and chemistry of the 111 v compounds with metals and

dielectrics the authors of this book have endeavored to provide concise overviews of these areas with many tahles anci grarhs whic h c omr are and summarize the

literature in this way the book serves as both an insightful treatise on iii v interfaces and a handy reference to the literature the selection of authors was mandated by

the desire to include both fundamental and practical approaches covering device and material aspects of the interfaces all of the authors are recognized experts on iii v

interfaces and each has worked for many years in his subject area this experience is projected in the breadth of understanding in each chapter the study of condensed

matter using optical techniques where photons act as both probe and signal has a long history it is only recently however that the extraction of surface and interface
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information with submonolayer resolution has been shown to be possible using optical techniques where optical applies to electromagnetic radiation in and around the

visible region of the spectrum this book describes these epioptic techniques which have now been quite widely applied to semiconductor surfaces and interfaces

particular emphasis in the book is placed on recent studies of submonolayer growth on well characterised semiconductor surfaces many of which have arisen from cec

dgjgii esprit basic research action no 3177 epioptic and ceu dgiii esprit basic research action no 6878 easi techniques using other areas of the spectrum such as the

infra red region ir spectroscopy in its various surface configurations and the x ray region surface x ray diffraction x ray standing wave are omitted the optical techniques

described use simple lamp or small laser sources and are thus in principle easily accessible epioptic probes can provide new information on solid gas solid liquid and

liquid liquid interfaces they are particularly suited to growth monitoring emerging process technologies for fabricating submicron and nanoscale semiconductor devices

and novel multilayer materials whether based on silicon or compound semiconductors all require extremely precise control of growth at surfaces in situ non destructive

real time monitoring and characterisation of surfaces under growth conditions is needed for further progress both atomic scale resolution and non destructive

characterisation of buried structures are required although amorphous semiconductors have been studied for over four decades many of their properties are not fully

understood this book discusses not only the most common spectroscopic techniques but also describes their advantages and disadvantages provides information on

the most used spectroscopic techniques discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each technique lifetime spectroscopy is one of the most sensitive diagnostic

tools for the identification and analysis of impurities in semiconductors since it is based on the recombination process it provides insight into precisely those defects that

are relevant to semiconductor devices such as solar cells this book introduces a transparent modeling procedure that allows a detailed theoretical evaluation of the

spectroscopic potential of the different lifetime spectroscopic techniques the various theoretical predictions are verified experimentally with the context of a

comprehensive study on different metal impurities the quality and consistency of the spectroscopic results as explained here confirms the excellent performance of

lifetime spectroscopy photoluminescence spectroscopy is an important approach for examining the optical interactions in semiconductors and optical devices with the

goal of gaining insight into material properties with contributions from researchers at the forefront of this field handbook of luminescent semiconductor materials explores

the use of this technique to study semiconductor materials in a variety of applications including solid state lighting solar energy conversion optical devices and biological

imaging after introducing basic semiconductor theory and photoluminescence principles the book focuses on the optical properties of wide bandgap semiconductors

such as aln gan and zno it then presents research on narrow bandgap semiconductors and solid state lighting the book also covers the optical properties of

semiconductors in the nanoscale regime including quantum dots and nanocrystals this handbook explains how photoluminescence spectroscopy is a powerful and

practical analytical tool for revealing the fundamentals of light interaction and thus the optical properties of semiconductors the book shows how luminescent
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semiconductors are used in lasers photodiodes infrared detectors light emitting diodes solid state lamps solar energy and biological imaging optical methods for

investigating semiconductors and the theoretical description of optical processes have always been an important part of semiconductor physics only the emphasis

placed on different materials changes with time here a large number of papers are devoted to quantum dots presenting the theory spectroscopic investigation and

methods of producing such structures another major part of the book reflects the growing interest in diluted semiconductors and ii iv nanosystems in general there are

also discussions of the fascinating field of photonic crystals classical low dimensional systems such as gsas gaalas quantum wells and heterostructures still make up a

significant part of the results presented and they also serve as model systems for new phenomena new materials are being sought and new experimental techniques

are coming on stream in particular the combination of different spectroscopic modalities the physics of nonequilibrium electrons and phonons in semiconductors is an

important branch of fundamental physics that has many practical applications especially in the development of ultrafast and ultrasmall semiconductor devices this

volume is devoted to different trends in the field which are presently at the forefront of research special attention is paid to the ultrafast relaxation processes in bulk

semiconductors and two dimensional semiconductor structures and to their study by different spectroscopic methods both pulsed and steady state the evolution of

energy and space distribution of nonequilibrium electrons and the relaxation kinetics of hot carriers and phonons are considered under various conditions such as

temperature doping and pumping intensity by leading experts in the field this is the first book to specifically focus on semiconductor nanocrystals and address their

synthesis and assembly optical properties and spectroscopy and potential areas of nanocrystal based devices the enormous potential of nanoscience to impact on

industrial output is now clear over the next two decades much of the science will transfer into new products and processes one emerging area where this challenge will

be very successfully met is the field of semiconductor nanocrystals also known as colloidal quantum dots their unique properties have attracted much attention in the

last twenty years this up to date reference for students and researchers in the field is the first systematic treatment on the property measurements of organic

semiconductor materials following an introduction the book goes on to treat the structural analysis of thin films and spectroscopy of electronic states subsequent

sections deal with optical spectroscopy and charge transport an invaluable source for understanding handling and applying this key type of material for physicists

materials scientists graduate students and analytical laboratories this book outlines with the help of several specific examples the important role played by absorption

spectroscopy in the investigation of deep level centers introduced in semiconductors and insulators like diamond silicon germanium and gallium arsenide by high energy

irradiation residual impurities and defects produced during crystal growth it also describes the crucial role played by vibrational spectroscopy to determine the atomic

structure and symmetry of complexes associated with light impurities like hydrogen carbon nitrogen and oxygen and as a tool for quantitative analysis of these elements

in the materials
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The Spectroscopy of Semiconductors 1992-07-31 spectroscopic techniques are among the most powerful characterization methods used to study semiconductors this

volume presents reviews of a number of major spectroscopic techniques used to investigate bulk and artificially structured semiconductors including photoluminescence

photo reflectance inelastic light scattering magneto optics ultrafast work piezo spectroscopy methods and spectroscopy at extremely low temperatures and high

magnetic fields emphasis is given to major semiconductor systems and artificially structured materials such as gaas insb hg1 xcdxte and mbe grown structures based

upon gaas algaas materials both the spectroscopic novice and the expert will benefit from the descriptions and discussions of the methods principles and applications

relevant to today s semiconductor structures key features discusses the latest advances in spectroscopic techniques used to investigate bulk and artificially structured

semiconductors features detailed review articles which cover basic principles highlights specific applications such as the use of laser spectroscopy for the

characterization of gaas quantum well structures

Spectroscopy of Semiconductors 2018-07-31 the science and technology related to semiconductors have received significant attention for applications in various fields

including microelectronics nanophotonics and biotechnologies understanding of semiconductors has advanced to such a level that we are now able to design novel

system complexes before we go for the proof of principle experimental demonstration this book explains the experimental setups for optical spectral analysis of

semiconductors and describes the experimental methods and the basic quantum mechanical principles underlying the fast developing nanotechnology for

semiconductors further it uses numerous case studies with detailed theoretical discussions and calculations to demonstrate the data analysis covering structures

ranging from bulk to the nanoscale it examines applications in the semiconductor industry and biomedicine starting from the most basic physics of geometric optics

wave optics quantum mechanics solid state physics it provides a self contained resource on the subject for university undergraduates the book can be further used as a

toolbox for researching and developing semiconductor nanotechnology based on spectroscopy

Ultrafast Spectroscopy of Semiconductors and Semiconductor Nanostructures 2013-11-11 this volume looks at optical spectroscopy of semiconductir nanostructures

some of the topics it covers include kingdom of nanostructures quantum confinement in low dimensional systems resonant light reflection and transmission and

absorption

Optical Spectroscopy of Semiconductor Nanostructures 2005 capacitance spectroscopy refers to techniques for characterizing the electrical properties of semiconductor

materials junctions and interfaces all from the dependence of device capacitance on frequency time temperature and electric potential this book includes 15 chapters

written by world recognized leading experts in the field academia national institutions and industry divided into four sections physics instrumentation applications and

emerging techniques the first section establishes the fundamental framework relating capacitance and its allied concepts of conductance admittance and impedance to
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the electrical and optical properties of semiconductors the second section reviews the electronic principles of capacitance measurements used by commercial products

as well as custom apparatus the third section details the implementation in various scientific fields and industries such as photovoltaics and electronic and

optoelectronic devices the last section presents the latest advances in capacitance based electrical characterization aimed at reaching nanometer scale resolution

Capacitance Spectroscopy of Semiconductors 2018-07-06 semiconductor luminescence has been a rapidly expanding field over the last 50 years this text reviews the

whole subject of semiconductor luminescence in one volume

Luminescence Spectroscopy of Semiconductors 2012-02-02 proceedings of a nato arw held in venice italy may 9 13 1989

Spectroscopy of Semiconductor Microstructures 2013-06-29 x ray absorption spectroscopy xas is a powerful technique with which to probe the properties of matter

equally applicable to the solid liquid and gas phases semiconductors are arguably our most technologically relevant group of materials given they form the basis of the

electronic and photonic devices that now so widely permeate almost every aspect of our society the most effective utilisation of these materials today and tomorrow

necessitates a detailed knowledge of their structural and vibrational properties through a series of comprehensive reviews this book demonstrates the versatility of xas

for semiconductor materials analysis and presents important research activities in this ever growing field a short introduction of the technique aimed primarily at xas

newcomers is followed by twenty independent chapters dedicated to distinct groups of materials topics span dopants in crystalline semiconductors and disorder in

amorphous semiconductors to alloys and nanometric material as well as in situ measurements of the effects of temperature and pressure summarizing research in their

respective fields the authors highlight important experimental findings and demonstrate the capabilities and applications of the xas technique this book provides a

comprehensive review and valuable reference guide for both xas newcomers and experts involved in semiconductor materials research

X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy of Semiconductors 2014-11-05 this is the first book to explain illustrate and compare the most widely used methods in optics

photoluminescence infrared spectroscopy and raman scattering written with non experts in mind the book develops the background needed to understand the why and

how of each technique but does not require special knowledge of semiconductors or optics each method is illustrated with numerous case studies practical information

drawn from the authors experience is given to help establish optical facilities including commercial sources for equipment and experimental details for industrial

scientists with specific problems in semiconducting materials for academic scientists who wish to apply their spectroscopic methods to characterization problems and for

students in solid state physics materials science and engineering and semiconductor electronics and photonics this book provides a unique overview bringing together

these valuable techniques in a coherent wayfor the first time discusses and compares infrared raman and photoluminescence methods enables readers to choose the

best method for a given problem illustrates applications to help non experts and industrial users with answers to selected common problems presents fundamentals with
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examples from the semiconductor literature without excessive abstract discussion features equipment lists and discussion of techniques to help establish

characterization laboratories

Optical Characterization of Semiconductors 2012-12-02 just over 25 years ago the first laser excited raman spectrum of any crystal was obtained in november 1964

hobden and russell reported the raman spectrum of gap and later in june 1965 russell published the si spectrum then in july 1965 the forerunner of a series of meetings

on light scattering in solids was held in paris laser raman spectroscopy of semiconductors was at the forefront in new developments at this meeting similar meetings

were held in 1968 new york 1971 paris and 1975 campinas since then and apart from the multidisciplinary biennial international conference on raman spectroscopy

there has been no special forum for experts in light scattering spectroscopy of semiconductors to meet and discuss latest developments meanwhile technological

advances in semiconductor growth have given rise to a veritable renaissance in the field of semiconductor physics light scattering spectroscopy has played a crucial

role in the advancement of this field providing valuable information about the electronic vibrational and structural properties both of the host materials and of

heterogeneous composite structures on entering a new decade one in which technological advances in lithography promise to open even broader horirons for

semiconductor physics it seemed to us to be an ideal time to reflect on the achievements of the past decade to be brought up to date on the current state of the art

and to catch some glimpses of where the field might be headed in the 1990s

Light Scattering in Semiconductor Structures and Superlattices 2013-12-20 this book deals with standard spectroscopic techniques which can be used to analyze

semiconductor samples or devices in both bulk micrometer and submicrometer scale the book aims helping experimental physicists and engineers to choose the right

analytical spectroscopic technique in order to get specific information about their specific demands for this purpose the techniques including technical details such as

apparatus and probed sample region are described more important also the expected outcome from experiments is provided this involves also the link to theory that is

not subject of this book and the link to current experimental results in the literature which are presented in a review like style many special spectroscopic techniques are

introduced and their relationship to the standard techniques is revealed thus the book works also as a type of guide or reference book for people researching in optical

spectroscopy of semiconductors

Spectroscopic Analysis of Optoelectronic Semiconductors 2016-08-16 semiconductors probed by ultrafast laser spectroscopy volume 1 discusses the use of ultrafast

laser spectroscopy in studying fast physics in semiconductors it reviews progress on the experimental and theoretical understanding of ultrafast events that occur on a

picosecond and nanosecond time scale this volume first explores the relaxation of energy and the momentum of hot carriers and then turns to relaxation of plasmas

and phonons it also discusses the dynamics of excitons polaritons and excitonic molecules and reviews transient transport and diffusion of carriers scientists engineers
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Semiconductors Probed by Ultrafast Laser Spectroscopy 1984 this book focuses on advanced optical spectroscopy techniques for the characterization of cutting edge

semiconductor materials it covers a wide range of techniques such as raman infrared photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence cl spectroscopy including an

introduction to their physical fundamentals and best operating principles aimed at professionals working in the research and development of semiconductors and

semiconductor materials this book looks at a broad class of materials such as silicon and silicon dioxide nano diamond thin films quantum dots and gallium oxide in

addition to the spectroscopic techniques covered this book features a chapter devoted to the use of a scanning electron transmission microscope as an excitation

source for cl spectroscopy written by a practicing industry expert in the field this book is an ideal source of reference and best practices guide for physicists as well as

materials scientists and engineers involved in the area of spectroscopy of semiconductor materials further this book introduces the cutting edge spectroscopy such as

optical photothermal ir and raman spectroscopy or terahertz time domain spectroscopy thz tds etc

Advanced Optical Spectroscopy Techniques for Semiconductors 2023-03-23 semiconductor quantum dots represent one of the fields of solid state physics that have

experienced the greatest progress in the last decade recent years have witnessed the discovery of many striking new aspects of the optical response and electronic

transport phenomena this book surveys this progress in the physics optical spectroscopy and application oriented research of semiconductor quantum dots it focuses

especially on excitons multi excitons their dynamical relaxation behaviour and their interactions with the surroundings of a semiconductor quantum dot recent

developments in fabrication techniques are reviewed and potential applications discussed this book will serve not only as an introductory textbook for graduate students

but also as a concise guide for active researchers

Semiconductor Quantum Dots 2013-04-17 semiconductors probed by ultrafast laser spectroscopy volume 1 discusses the use of ultrafast laser spectroscopy in studying

fast physics in semiconductors it reviews progress on the experimental and theoretical understanding of ultrafast events that occur on a picosecond and nanosecond

time scale this volume first explores the relaxation of energy and the momentum of hot carriers and then turns to relaxation of plasmas and phonons it also discusses

the dynamics of excitons polaritons and excitonic molecules and reviews transient transport and diffusion of carriers scientists engineers and graduate students will find

this book invaluable

Introduction to the photoreflectance spectroscopy of semiconductor structures 1999 proceedings of a september 1996 meeting in sections on quantum films and

superlattices quantum wires and quantum dots coverage includes basic physics aspects novel technology and material fabrication tools characterization methods and

new devices with special attention to quantum wire and quantum dot lasers specific topics include inelastic light scattering by electrons in low dimensional

semiconductors band gap renormalization in quasi one dimensional systems conductance in nanowires and fabrication of quantum dots for semiconductor lasers with
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confined electrons and photons annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Semiconductors Probed by Ultrafast Laser Spectroscopy Pt I 2012-12-02 semiconductors probed by ultrafast laser spectroscopy volume ii discusses the use of ultrafast

laser spectroscopy in studying fast physics in semiconductors it reviews progress on the experimental and theoretical understanding of ultrafast events that occur on a

picosecond and nanosecond time scale this volume discusses electronic relaxation in amorphous semiconductors and the physical mechanisms during and after the

interaction of an intense laser pulse with a semiconductor it also covers the relaxation of carriers in semiconductors transient optical pulse propagation and methods of

time resolved spectroscopy scientists engineers and graduate students will find this book invaluable

Optical Spectroscopy of Low Dimensional Semiconductors 1997-09-30 this revised and updated edition of the well received book by c klingshirn provides an introduction

to and an overview of all aspects of semiconductor optics from ir to visible and uv it has been split into two volumes and rearranged to offer a clearer structure of the

course content inserts on important experimental techniques as well as sections on topical research have been added to support research oriented teaching and

learning volume 1 provides an introduction to the linear optical properties of semiconductors the mathematical treatment has been kept as elementary as possible to

allow an intuitive approach to the understanding of results of semiconductor spectroscopy building on the phenomenological model of the lorentz oscillator the book

describes the interaction of light with fundamental optical excitations in semiconductors phonons free carriers excitons it also offers a broad review of seminal research

results augmented by concise descriptions of the relevant experimental techniques e g fourier transform ir spectroscopy ellipsometry modulation spectroscopy and

spatially resolved methods to name a few further it picks up on hot topics in current research like quantum structures mono layer semiconductors or perovskites the

experimental aspects of semiconductor optics are complemented by an in depth discussion of group theory in solid state optics covering subjects ranging from physics

to materials science and optoelectronics this book provides a lively and comprehensive introduction to semiconductor optics with over 120 problems more than 480

figures abstracts to each chapter as well as boxed inserts and a detailed index it is intended for use in graduate courses in physics and neighboring sciences like

material science and electrical engineering it is also a valuable reference resource for doctoral and advanced researchers

Semiconductors Probed by Ultrafast Laser Spectroscopy Pt II 2012-12-02 this proceedings volume covers new results from recent studies on impurity states bound

states in semiconductors phonons excitons and electron confinement in superlattices and quantum wells magnetooptics optical properties of solids in far infrared and

millimeter wave regions optical nonlinearity for iii v ii vi compounds si ge amorphous and organic semiconductors as well as optical crystals special emphasis is placed

on the 2deg system

Semiconductor Optics 1 2019-09-20 shallow impurity centers in semiconductors presents the proceedings of the second international conference on shallow impurity
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centers fourth trieste iupap ictp semiconductor symposium held at the international center for theoretical physics in trieste italy on july 28 to august 1 1986 the book

presents the perspectives of some of the leading scientists in the field who address basic physical aspects and device implications novel phenomena recent

experimental and theoretical techniques and the behavior of impurities in new semiconductor materials organized into 22 chapters the book begins with an overview of

the early years of shallow impurity states before turning to a discussion of progress in spectroscopy of shallow centers in semiconductors since 1960 it then looks at

theoretical and experimental aspects of hydrogen diffusion and shallow impurity passivation in semiconductors along with optical excitation spectroscopy of isolated

double donors in silicon the book methodically walks the reader through recent research on double acceptors using near mid and far infrared spectroscopy the far

infrared absorption spectrum of elemental shallow donors and acceptors in germanium and impurity spectra in stress induced uniaxial germanium using zeeman

spectroscopy other papers focus on the theoretical properties of hydrogenic impurities in quantum wells lattice relaxations at substitutional impurities in semiconductors

shallow bound excitons in silver halides and the electronic structure of bound excitons in semiconductors the book concludes with a chapter that reviews picosecond

spectroscopy experiments performed in iii v compounds and alloy semiconductors this volume will be useful to physicists and researchers who are working on shallow

impurity centers in semiconductor physics

Spectroscopy And Optoelectronics In Semiconductors And Related Materials - Proceedings Of The Sino-soviet Seminar 1990-11-23 new chapters add coverage of

current topics such as cavity polaritons photonic structures bulk semiconductors and structures of reduced dimensionality the mathematics is kept as elementary as

possible sufficient for an intuitive understanding of the experimental results and techniques treated

Shallow Impurity Centers in Semiconductors 2012-12-02 this book introduces the basic theoretical concepts required for the analysis of the optical response of

semiconductor systems in the coherent regime it is the most instructive textbook on the theory and optical effects of semiconductors the entire presentation is based on

a one dimensional tight binding model starting with discrete level systems increasing complexity is added gradually to the model by including band structure and many

particle interaction various linear and nonlinear optical spectra and temporal phenomena are studied the analysis of many body effects in nonlinear optical phenomena

covers a major part of the book

Optical Properties of Semiconductors 2012-12-06 laser based optical spectroscopies are powerful and versatile techniques that are continuing to evolve and find new

applications this book presents reviews of recent progress in our understanding of the spectra and dynamical processes of optically excited states of condensed matter

focusing on the advances made possible by the application of laser based optical spectroscopies reviews are given of the optical properties of crystalline and

amorphous semiconducting materials and structures the properties of defect centers in insulators two photon nonlinear processes in insulators optical energy diffusion in
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inorganic materials and relaxation in organic materials the individual chapters emphasize the methodology common to the various investigations the volume is designed

to be suitable as an introduction to applied laser spectroscopy of solids as well as providing an update on the status of the field

Semiconductor Optics 2006-01-02 fabrication technologies for nanostructured devices have been developed recently and the electrical and optical properties of such

nanostructures are a subject of advanced research this book describes the different approaches to spectroscopic microscopy i e electron beam probe spectroscopy

spectroscopic photoelectron microscopy and scanning probe spectroscopy it will be useful as a compact source of reference for the experienced reseracher taking into

account at the same time the needs of postgraduate students and nonspecialist researchers by using a tutorial approach throughout

Coherent Semiconductor Optics 2007-02-13 hardbound this book covers the topics essential to gamma and x ray spectrometry as it is now practiced with

semiconductor detectors in the energy range from 5kev to 3mev this includes useful physical and mathematical background information the components of a standard

photon spectrometer spectrum analysis procedures the energy and efficiency calibration energy and emission rate measurement methods and some application

examples

Laser Spectroscopy of Solids II 2006-01-21 the application of the 111 v compound semiconductors to device fabrica tion has grown considerably in the last few years

this process has been stimulated in part by the advancement in the understanding of the interface physics and chemistry of the iii v s the literature on this subject is

spread over the last 15 years and appears in many journals and conference proceedings understanding this literature requires consider able effort by the seasoned

researcher and even more for those starting out in the field or by engineers and scientists who wish to apply this knowledge to the fabrication of devices the purpose of

this book is to bring together much of the fundamental and practical knowledge on the physics and chemistry of the 111 v compounds with metals and dielectrics the

authors of this book have endeavored to provide concise overviews of these areas with many tahles anci grarhs whic h c omr are and summarize the literature in this

way the book serves as both an insightful treatise on iii v interfaces and a handy reference to the literature the selection of authors was mandated by the desire to

include both fundamental and practical approaches covering device and material aspects of the interfaces all of the authors are recognized experts on iii v interfaces

and each has worked for many years in his subject area this experience is projected in the breadth of understanding in each chapter

Nanoscale Spectroscopy and Its Applications to Semiconductor Research 2008-01-11 the study of condensed matter using optical techniques where photons act as

both probe and signal has a long history it is only recently however that the extraction of surface and interface information with submonolayer resolution has been

shown to be possible using optical techniques where optical applies to electromagnetic radiation in and around the visible region of the spectrum this book describes

these epioptic techniques which have now been quite widely applied to semiconductor surfaces and interfaces particular emphasis in the book is placed on recent
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studies of submonolayer growth on well characterised semiconductor surfaces many of which have arisen from cec dgjgii esprit basic research action no 3177 epioptic

and ceu dgiii esprit basic research action no 6878 easi techniques using other areas of the spectrum such as the infra red region ir spectroscopy in its various surface

configurations and the x ray region surface x ray diffraction x ray standing wave are omitted the optical techniques described use simple lamp or small laser sources

and are thus in principle easily accessible epioptic probes can provide new information on solid gas solid liquid and liquid liquid interfaces they are particularly suited to

growth monitoring emerging process technologies for fabricating submicron and nanoscale semiconductor devices and novel multilayer materials whether based on

silicon or compound semiconductors all require extremely precise control of growth at surfaces in situ non destructive real time monitoring and characterisation of

surfaces under growth conditions is needed for further progress both atomic scale resolution and non destructive characterisation of buried structures are required

Gamma- and X-ray Spectrometry with Semiconductor Detectors 1988 although amorphous semiconductors have been studied for over four decades many of their

properties are not fully understood this book discusses not only the most common spectroscopic techniques but also describes their advantages and disadvantages

provides information on the most used spectroscopic techniques discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each technique

Physics and Chemistry of III-V Compound Semiconductor Interfaces 2013-06-29 lifetime spectroscopy is one of the most sensitive diagnostic tools for the identification

and analysis of impurities in semiconductors since it is based on the recombination process it provides insight into precisely those defects that are relevant to

semiconductor devices such as solar cells this book introduces a transparent modeling procedure that allows a detailed theoretical evaluation of the spectroscopic

potential of the different lifetime spectroscopic techniques the various theoretical predictions are verified experimentally with the context of a comprehensive study on

different metal impurities the quality and consistency of the spectroscopic results as explained here confirms the excellent performance of lifetime spectroscopy

Epioptics 2012-12-06 photoluminescence spectroscopy is an important approach for examining the optical interactions in semiconductors and optical devices with the

goal of gaining insight into material properties with contributions from researchers at the forefront of this field handbook of luminescent semiconductor materials explores

the use of this technique to study semiconductor materials in a variety of applications including solid state lighting solar energy conversion optical devices and biological

imaging after introducing basic semiconductor theory and photoluminescence principles the book focuses on the optical properties of wide bandgap semiconductors

such as aln gan and zno it then presents research on narrow bandgap semiconductors and solid state lighting the book also covers the optical properties of

semiconductors in the nanoscale regime including quantum dots and nanocrystals this handbook explains how photoluminescence spectroscopy is a powerful and

practical analytical tool for revealing the fundamentals of light interaction and thus the optical properties of semiconductors the book shows how luminescent

semiconductors are used in lasers photodiodes infrared detectors light emitting diodes solid state lamps solar energy and biological imaging
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Trap Level Spectroscopy in Amorphous Semiconductors 2010-06-11 optical methods for investigating semiconductors and the theoretical description of optical processes

have always been an important part of semiconductor physics only the emphasis placed on different materials changes with time here a large number of papers are

devoted to quantum dots presenting the theory spectroscopic investigation and methods of producing such structures another major part of the book reflects the

growing interest in diluted semiconductors and ii iv nanosystems in general there are also discussions of the fascinating field of photonic crystals classical low

dimensional systems such as gsas gaalas quantum wells and heterostructures still make up a significant part of the results presented and they also serve as model

systems for new phenomena new materials are being sought and new experimental techniques are coming on stream in particular the combination of different

spectroscopic modalities

Lifetime Spectroscopy 2005-06-23 the physics of nonequilibrium electrons and phonons in semiconductors is an important branch of fundamental physics that has many

practical applications especially in the development of ultrafast and ultrasmall semiconductor devices this volume is devoted to different trends in the field which are

presently at the forefront of research special attention is paid to the ultrafast relaxation processes in bulk semiconductors and two dimensional semiconductor structures

and to their study by different spectroscopic methods both pulsed and steady state the evolution of energy and space distribution of nonequilibrium electrons and the

relaxation kinetics of hot carriers and phonons are considered under various conditions such as temperature doping and pumping intensity by leading experts in the

field

Handbook of Luminescent Semiconductor Materials 2016-04-19 this is the first book to specifically focus on semiconductor nanocrystals and address their synthesis and

assembly optical properties and spectroscopy and potential areas of nanocrystal based devices the enormous potential of nanoscience to impact on industrial output is

now clear over the next two decades much of the science will transfer into new products and processes one emerging area where this challenge will be very

successfully met is the field of semiconductor nanocrystals also known as colloidal quantum dots their unique properties have attracted much attention in the last twenty

years

Optical Properties of Semiconductor Nanostructures 2012-12-06 this up to date reference for students and researchers in the field is the first systematic treatment on

the property measurements of organic semiconductor materials following an introduction the book goes on to treat the structural analysis of thin films and spectroscopy

of electronic states subsequent sections deal with optical spectroscopy and charge transport an invaluable source for understanding handling and applying this key type

of material for physicists materials scientists graduate students and analytical laboratories

Spectroscopy of Nonequilibrium Electrons and Phonons 2012-12-02 this book outlines with the help of several specific examples the important role played by absorption
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spectroscopy in the investigation of deep level centers introduced in semiconductors and insulators like diamond silicon germanium and gallium arsenide by high energy

irradiation residual impurities and defects produced during crystal growth it also describes the crucial role played by vibrational spectroscopy to determine the atomic

structure and symmetry of complexes associated with light impurities like hydrogen carbon nitrogen and oxygen and as a tool for quantitative analysis of these elements

in the materials

Photoacoustic and Thermal Wave Phenomena in Semiconductors 1987

Fluorescence Spectroscopy and Electrical Transport in 1D-Semiconductors 2011-10-11

Semiconductor Nanocrystal Quantum Dots 2008-09-02

Low Molecular Weight Organic Semiconductors 2011-08-04

Optical Absorption of Impurities and Defects in Semiconducting Crystals 2012-08-28

Spectroscopy and Dynamics 1993
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